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be Sod Shine?

Wooster Musicians
Blow On The Green

i

In

time around La Maison
Nancy's voice can be
heard anxiously questioning, "Le
est-i- l
Facteur,
arrive?". More
likely than not, Nancy will run
out to meet the postman. He
knows what she's waiting for.
her Freshman year,
Since
Nancy has been busy in many
activities. She has written for
the VOICE, she was President of
Scot Cottage, and an officer in
the Y. She participates in Trumps
and Orchesis. After school Nancy
plans to teach art.
In the Orient rain means that
the gods send their blessings.
Nancy hopes that they send their
blessings tomorrow, but not in

that form.

school.

Afafitcu
by Mary Dunham
fifty-fourt-

the fourth

in

grade she was a star outfielder and Michigan State, where

Bill

is
on the baseball team. She still Malcolm, Nancy's fiance,
enjoys athletics. On warm sunny working toward his master's dedays you can see her pedaling gree. There's nothing like mail

her paratrooper bike over
untraveled roads, to sketch or
Other outdoor
have a cook-ousports in which she excels are
tennis and swimming.
This summer Nancy plans to
work on her Senior I.S., under the
art department. With the family
jeep she will travel all over
Wayne County tracking down information about Michael Nach-trieWar artist.
a
Since nothing has ever been published about the man, her research will be from primary such
as old citizens and dusty, decrepit attics.
The post office keeps busy
conveying the letters which go
between the College of Wooster
on

t.

b,

post-Civ-

il

Fran-cais-

e.

College Plans Commencement Schedule
IVriaht Bryan Addresses Wooster Seniors
A look at the plans for the
Commencellege's eighty-eightment on June 9 indicates that
Co-

h

the period between the last examination and the actual commencement ceremonies of Monday morning will be a very busy
one for everyone on the campus.
"The Matchmaker" will be presented on Friday evening and
Saturday
Saturday afternoon.
evening there will be an alumni
class
dinner at which the
and the present senior class will
be the guests of honor.
There are three events planned for Sunday. In the morning
Dr. Lowry will give his Baccalaureate address in Westminster
Church. That afternoon there will
be an open house at the Lowry's
home for members of the senior
class and their families. In the
evening the Concert Choir under
the direction of Dr. Richard T.
Gore will present Handel's "Ode
to St. Cecelia's Day" in the
Chapel.
Climax
Monday morning marks the
climax of the events when
50-ye-

ar

by Ginger Shriver
Cleveland Plain Dealer. Mr.
Bryan received his formal education at Clemson College in
South Carolina and the University of Missouri School of Journalism. He had reporting, editorial, and managing experience
with the Greenville, South Carolina Piedmont, and the Atlanta,
Georgia Journal before he came
to Cleveland as editor of the
Plain Dealer in 1954.
Background
Mr. Bryan served as a war
correspondent for the Journal
and NBC from 1943 until 1945.
He was a prisoner of the German army from September 12,
1944 until January 22, 1945.
Bryan was president of the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors

in

1952.

He

is

still a

member of this organization, as
well as the Overseas Press Club.
Four honorary degrees will be
conferred at the Commencement
exercises. Newton Carl Elder,
Resident Protestant Chaplain at
the United States Public Health
Hospital in Carville,
Service
Louisiana and Benjamin Frankthe eighty-eightCommence- lin Judd, minister of the Pleasant
ment takes place under the Ridge Presbyterian Church in
elms, weather permitting. The Cincinnati, Ohio, will receive
speaker for the occasion is honorary Doctor of Divinity deWright Bryan, editor of the grees. Mr. Elder was a mission
h

Draws Expectant Crowd To Severance
by Esther Gordon

Outdoor Concert

as part of the Color Day weekend festivities. Weather permitting, the place will be Quinby
Quadrangle. In case of rain the
program will be moved to Memorial Chapel.
According to Director Stuart J.
Ling, this year's group is one of
his finest. The featured soloist is
one of the best trumpeters ever
to choose Wooster for his college. Douglas Hutchison, a senior from Bedford, Ohio, will be
the featured soloist. He will play
the Scherzo and Finale from Bernard Fitzgerald's "Concerto in A
Flat Minor." Director Ling has
done the arrangement.
The program will also include
Rossini's "Barber of Seville Overture," "Three Dances from Nell
Gwyn" by Edward German, the
first movement
of Fauchet's
"Symphony in B Flat for Band,"
the "London Suite" by Eric
Coates, Joseph Wagner's "American Jubilee Overture," and a
generous selection of marches including one by Sir Thomas
Beecham.
The final number of the concert will be a march composed
by the band's director, the title
of which is "Scots' Parade."
This concert will bring to a
close the season for the Scot
Symphonic Band and the final
appearance of five seniors. This
year the band has presented its
annual winter concert, a special
student Chapel program, and a
concert at Akron Central high

h
Color Day
Nancy Gopel, Wooster's
Queen, is a five foot, ten inch, rosy cheeked brunette
who lived in eight states (her father was in the army)
before settling down in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

When Nancy was

Annual Color Day Coronation, Pageant

Coronation of the Color Day Queen, Nancy Gopel,
and presentation of the annual pageant will be staged
The Scot Symphonic Band will
in Severance Stadium tomorrow at 10 a.m.
present its annual outdoor concert Sunday, May 11, at 3 p.m.,
Pages Judy Agle and Jan Worthington will herald

Photo by Pete Wright
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Number 24

Reed Committee

Presents Report
On Modern Union
Ballroom,

game rooms,

lounges,, easy chairs, bowling
alley (with automatic pinsetters),
hobby room all these and more
are included in the recommendations for the new Student Union,
submitted by a student committee to the Building and Grounds
Committee of the Board of Trustees.

(Continued

on Page Eight)

attendant,

Dun-ga-

n.

Monday afternoon students
led by Nancy Reed presented to
list
the trustee group a
of suggestions for the Union,
which will be built in the near
future.

be Forrest English, Ann Gale-house- 's
will be Jack Sweeney,
Margi Lindsay will be escorted
by Kent Weeks and Mary Morley
by Dick Dannenfelser.

Included in the report, which
study of
stems from a year-lonlocal campus opinion and other
college Unions, was a statement
concerning the role of the Union:

Following the procession, Lyall
Ritchie, last year's queen, will

two-pag- e

g

"As the 'living room' of the
'hearthstone' of the college, the
Union provides dining facilities,
cultural activities, wholesome
recreation, and a headquarters
for a great variety of student organizations. There is in all of
these activities a common factor; the Union is the place where
the college community meets in
its daily life on the campus in
order to know better and understand one another through informal association outside the
classroom."

Tentatively scheduled as a
$1,000,000 project, funds for
the new building have not
as yet been subscribed. However, the trustee committee is
going ahead with
planning, taking the student
proposals into consideration.
pre-construc-ti-

ary in Thailand for 16 years. His
present position is at the hospital which cares for people suffering with Hansen's disease.
Mr. Judd has been minister at
his present church for 22 years,
and during that time the membership has grown from 600 to
2,500 people.
James R. Killian, Jr., President
of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, will receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Science. Mr. Killian's association
with MIT goes back to 1939, the
year of his appointment as
Executive Assistant to the President. He is currently serving as
Special Assistant for Science and
Technology to President Eisenhower. Mr. Killian received this
appointment last November 7.
Honorary Degree
Edwin Milton Wright will receive the honorary Doctor of
Humanities Degree. Mr. Wright
is an author and lecturer in his
field of the Near and Middle
East. He has spoken to many
college and university groups as
well as the United States Senate,
the House of Representatives, the
Central Intelligence Agency, and
the Embassy of Iran. At the present time Mr. Wright is Head of

the procession. The queen and
her court will then proceed
across the stadium from the
orchard in the traditional manner, preceded by the flower girls,
Judy Ferrington and Carol Calhoun and the crown bearer,
Pete Logan. Frank Malstad and
Brian Yaney will carry the
queen's train.
Mary Dunham, as the queen's
will walk with
Nancy's escort, Bill Malcolm. Pat
Eaton, who is the attendant of
Jonnie Gurney, Maid of Honor,
will be escorted by Dave
Judy Clawson's escort will

Another tentative

on

aspect

for the location between
Holden Hall and the entrance to
Severance Stadium on Beall
Ave., although the College does
not yet own that property.
call

Other facilities suggested by
the students include a snack bar
r
with
cafeteria service, bookstore, several lounges
and parlors, a ballroom with
loud speaker system and built-iapparatus, game rooms for
billiards, shuffleboard,
cards, etc., and music
short-orde-

n

fi

ping-pon-

room.
More Suggestions

perform the crowning of Nancy.
and her party will
then retire to a special stand on
the field to watch the pogeant
proceedings.
"Memoirs of an Engineer," the
pageant written by Bonnie Acton
and Jo French, will be directed
by Parm Phillips. Moe Cotton has
the lead as the engineer, and
Bob Watson will narrate.
Athletic events with Wooster
versus Akron will compose the
entire afternoon. Beginning at
The queen

1

recently

Wooster has
been awarded a $20,000
United States Steel grant.
Out of the 28 grants given
in this group, Wooster was
the only Ohio college to receive one. In addition,
Wooster will share $27,000
with the other members of
the Ohio Federation of Independent Colleges.

is

that of location. Present plans

hi--

Crowning of the Queen

g,

p.m. the tennis match will be
played on the tennis courts, the
golf match on the Boles Memorial Golf Course, and the track
meet will take place in Severance Stadium. Competition will
continue at the baseball game
which starts at 3 p.m. in the
stadium.
r
A
tea will be
given by the WSGA from 3 until
5:30 p.m. in Babcock parlor.
Wagner Hall will be open for
inspection.
mother-daughte-

Color Day Ball

Under the direction of Judy
Suggestions were made for Woods, the Color Day Dance,
numerous meeting rooms, includ- with a modern theme, will being a board room and offices gin at 8:30 p.m. in Severance
for the Student Senate, VOICE, Gym.
and Index. Also a model "Sen"The Matchmaker" by Thornate" has been proposed for use
ton Wilder, having played for
of the Congressional Club.
two nights, will continue its perMembers of the committee are formance tonight and Saturday
Don Dixon, Noel Green, Margi night with curtain time at 8:15
Lindsay, Dennis Duling, and Dot p.m. Barbara Fredericks and Ted
Eitel. "I feel that the kids have D'Arms have the leads in this
done a good job," says Nancy, production, while Jan Borgia,
who is also grateful for the Laura Catlin, Jack Casteel, and
favorable response of the ad- Bob Watson play supporting
ministration and trustees.
(Continued on Page Four)
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Worthy Experiment
There will be an Index next year. Monday the Board of Publications cemented their decision by selecting Mimi Norem as the
1959 editor. There will also be a campus magazine. This is an
e
enterprise will be published
experiment ihe
for one year. Only if student response is encouraging will
this publication become a permanent feature of Wooster's campus.
Contrary to previous proposals this magazine will not encroach upon either the material traditionally covered by the year
book or upon the funds allocated for the Index. To finance the
magazine it was originally proposed that $1 be subtracted from
the $5.50 paid by each student, through his activities fee, for
bi-an-nua-

lly

the Index. It was argued that splitting the fee in this manner
would not impose any additional expense on the student and
would only result in a slightly smaller and perhaps less elaborate
year book.
Dr. Lowry, although in complete sympathy with the plan for
a magazine, opposed this method of financing it. He wished to
protect the students' fees from any further inroads and felt that
to endorse this proposal might encourage similar requests from
other worthwhile organizations in need of financial support. As
a result of the objections raised the motion was defeated.
As a substitute, Dr. Lowry proposed that he request an appropriation, not to exceed $500, from the trustees to partially support the magazine. A motion to this effect was made by Dr. Jenny
and this was passed by the Board.
This $500 will not be enough to cover the expenses of publishing such a magazine. Furthermore, no advertising, either local
or national, will be used. The Board does not consider it
good policy to burden the townspeople with any additional requests for advertising patronage. Thus the remaining $400
which is necessary will have to be raised through subscriptions
of $1 apiece. For the staff involved in publishing the magazine
this will not be an easy task. But the obstacle posed is certainly
not insurmountable.
At present, student interest appears to be extremely avid.
Thirty students have expressed a desire to contribute original material or to work on the magazine's staff. In addition approximately 150 students and 50 faculty members have signed petitions
indicating a definite interest in such a venture and these petitions
circulated through only a portion of the campus.
We feel that the forthcoming subscription drive should prove
to be an excellent test of the depth of this interest. For our part
we hope that it proves highly successful. We think that there is
a
room for a large amount of experimentation on this campus
great deal can be gained in comparison to what might be lost. We
agree with Mr. Clareson when he states "the magazine can do
something that at present no other publication can do adequately:
serve the community by giving voice to the creative, intellectual,
and spiritual expression of the campus." We hope that the student
body will give this experiment a fair trial.
N. J. M.

oster Voice

Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the school
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"FALLOUT" MISNOMER
the Editor:

Whoever coined the phrase
"sophomore slump" was not a
sophomore or particularly a
female member of the class of
1960. We, sophomore women,
resent the flagrant generalizations in your article, "Sophomore
Fallout," in the issue of the
VOICE, May 2, 1958. Let us examine the points that were
made in the article.
The first, that of transfers for
professional reasons, is an excellent one. Wooster prepares
women for few vocations. For
those who have noted the "well-li- t
windows of Compton" we
suggest they look as closely at
sheets. They are althe sign-ou- t
ways filled and sometimes overflowing. Besides the many girls
who leave their lights on after
they have gone, there are those
who have dates for later on in
the evening. Also, the number of
girls who have formal attachis staggering,
ments
and Wooster's men might as
well realize today that there are
other and perhaps more desirable men elsewhere for Wooster's women. What makes the
Wooster man think that he is so
sought after? Wooster's women,
as any others, look forward to
an eventual happy marriage,
but why would they come to
a school like Wooster, with its
high academic standards just to
"get" a man when they could
go to many other schools which
offer fuller social opportunities
and lighter study responsibilities?
Let's be untraditionally
and realize that the
term "sophomore slump" is antiquated as far as the women
of '60 are concerned.
Sophomore Defenders

m

S. A.

Wo

1

vi.

g
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It looks as though students might be getting into the swing
of things, by making some really constructive criticism and additions to the College. The fact that the Academic Board and
Student Union Committee have made concrete and responsible
recommendations to receptive faculty and trustee committees indicates that progress is in the offing.
We are reminded of the story of ballplayer Bill Klaus, who
was called to Boston from the minor leagues to furnish a
for a slumping Red Sox team. He was promptly assigned
to a
position. After several games he was asked
what his batting average was since he had been called up to
the majors.
"1.000," said Klaus. "Everybody bats 1.000 when they're
sitting in the dugout."
Too often the past few years the Wooster student body has
been sitting in the dugout batting 1.000. Answers for everything
from which building should be constructed first to which faculty
member should be fired next have been right on the tip of many
an uninformed student tongue. Now perhaps we have an opportunity to get out and hit the ball.
many proposals
The batting average will undoubtedly sag
will fail to reach second base or even first base, but at least the
ball has been hit, and squarely for a change.
The Academic Board under Paul Reeder has done a responsible and, in most respects, a thorough, job outlining weaknesses
in the Wooster curriculum. They presented recommendations to
the Faculty Curriculum Committee and SFRC. Some of the proposals
are good and others need more exploration. Some semblance of
interest has been expressed by faculty and administration and it
is up to them to carry on from here. Surely they will consider
the proposals and follow through on some of them.
On the social ledger a student group led by Nancy Reed has
made a number of excellent suggestions to the Building and
Grounds Committee of the Board as to what facilities might be
included in the projected Student Union. Dr. Lowry is to be commended for giving this committee its initial impetus and responsibility. The trustee committee, although presently hampered by
lack of funds, will undoubtedly give the student suggestions a full
hearing, and will certainly incorporate many of the ideas.
It is good to be stepping out of the dugout. Let's hope that
it's just Spring training, and not the World Series.
bench-warmin-

VOICE

"I wonder how the College proposes to solve this problem?"

off-camp-

Students W ear Out Welcome
By Misuse of Miller's Pond

us

by Gary Ireland
Miller's Pond has been a that they are not to trespass
favorite picnicking and ice skat- upon the Miller property.
Thus, students from the coling site of Woster students for
several years. The property on lege are no longer welcome on
which it is located, northwest of the Arthur Miller property. "We
the college, is owned by Mr. have always enjoyed seeing
Arthur Miller, the former head people walk or drive through our
of the Holmes Construction Com- land to admire it," Mr. Miller
pany in Wooster. Mr. Miller has states, "and we have been
worked since the 1920's, acquir- proud that they would want to
ing the land by inheritance and
purchase, to build up the propA
library display on
erty and beautify it; he has
church architecture,
modern
on
done a great deal of work
prompted
by Dr. Hans
the land personally, especially
Chapel
Jenny's
talk last Frplanting trees and flowers, and
iday, was set up by Profestakes great pride in the beauty
sor Donald MacKenzie this
of his property. He has been
week.
able, financially, to buy the land
NEWS AND EDITING
The religious education
and improve it, as one close
To the Editor:
building planned for the
personal acquaintance has notIn your explanation of "ground
college in the future was
ed, and has always done just
rules"
at the head of this column
another reason for the disthat. The Miller property was
last week it was stated that letplay.
open to the public in earlier
ters "are subject to editing."
days, with a lifeguard on duty
What is the sense of any letters
at the pond on weekends, but do so. However, when college being written if it will remain at
after mistreatment of the land, students hold public petting par- - the discretion of the editors to
this privilege was restricted.
ties right in our own back yard leave out parts they do not
and embarrass our family and happen to agree with? Perhaps a
Relations With College
guests, we must necessarily limit more complete discussion should
The relations of the college the use of our land by the col- be given.
with the Miller family have al- lege.
In answer to "Sherman
"Recently, when
ways been good. Mr. Miller
drove in
just why should
headed the college drive for to our cabin, a college couple it be up to the Senate, WCW,
special gifts not long ago, and was parked in a car right in or the VOICE to present in neat
has helped the college in other the middle of the road, so that little packages the news events
ways. Several years ago, how- had to drive over the edge of the "outside world?" If any
ever, some men from one of the of my lawn in order to pass, person of college age and ability
sections on the hill, with the Students can use Galpin Park can't find the time to make sure
spirit of the Yuletide season in and the golf course for outings he does know what is going on
their hearts, cut the top out of of this type, but am sure that then he is long past help; this is
one of Mr. Miller's favorite and if the faculty knew of demon- what the periodicals in the lib,
most beautiful blue spruce trees strations on college property radio, and television are for. And
for use as the section Christmas such as we have seen several to any person who does not reatree. This was a personal affront times here, they would act lize this we suggest not botherto Mr. Miller, but he would not quickly also. We have tried to ing these organizations;
they
accept the $300 fine which the! be reasonable in letting students have much more important
offending section was assessed; use our land, but lately it seems things to do than cater to the
he asked instead that the money that when we have given them lazy whims of certain people
be used for trees on our own an inch, they have taken a foot. who do nothing more than comIf it weren't for this fact, we plain about situations, whatever
campus.
should still be glad for students they may or may not be.
Misuse Privilege
and others to use our property."
"Sherman McWorldized"
At a later time, students from
the college embarrassed the Millers by public displays of afIn this day of satellites, rockets,
fection on their property, in the
autos, and
presence of the Millers' grand- collegiate conformity, a
nag named Betty
children. At this time, students
proudly through the Wooster campus last Saturday in an
from the college were asked not exuberant
manner. Betty was as refreshing to
to use the land for picnic or out- Beall Avenue as Tim Tarn was rewarding to the dopesters at the
ing purposes, although labora- Kentucky Derby earlier the same day.
tory field trips and sponsored
Betty and her buggy were rented by two enterprising memvisits were still allowed by the bers of Fifth Section to serve as transportation to and from their
Millers.
formal, and these gentlemen are to be commended for their inoutfit was hired from a nearby farmer for
However, on a beautiful Sun- genuity. The
day afternoon two weeks ago, the occasion. The girls who rode in the buggy were brave enough
college students misused the Mil- to enjoy the occasion as much as their grandmothers would have
ler property in this same way, taken it for granted.
and the Office of the Deans reNote to older generation: Maybe the "beat generation"
ceived another telephone call hasn't lost all that good
horse sense on which you
from Mrs. Miller, asking that claim a monopoly.
college students be reminded
S. A.
broad-minde-
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'The Matchmaker'

by Tom Scott
Thornton Wilder played in his own play Our Town at Woos-te- r
several years ago. It is too bad that he could not have been
back this week to see another one of his plays done in the Woos-te- r
theater. To sum up, the Wooster Color Day play, The Matchone of the best directed, best acted, best staged plays
Theatre group has done. It would do justice to a
professional group.
The story itself is a
in four acts. It is based
on an earlier play by Nestroy, The Merchant of Yonkers and first
appeared in New York in 1955. The setting takes place in New
York in the late 1800's and the action and settings are typical
Wilder, with their
sets and long asides, where the
performer speaks directly to the audience. The merchant, Horace
Vandergelder, played by Ted D'Arms, is a miserly old soul who
has found that accumulating wealth is not the sole joy in life and
decides to obtain a wife. The procedure that this involves is
more than enough to keep the most cynical person in stitches
throughout the four acts. The play is good Wilder. It seeks to
make no great point nor to imply any profound philosophy but
it manages to sneak in a number of
well calculated to crack the stone faces of the most sober
sophisticates.
Director Win Logan has taken this very funny story and put
it on the Wooster stage with remarkable clarity, smooth action,
and flawless timing. The sets are very good. They are extremely
colorful, achieve the right amount of unreality and, are for the
most part, very sturdy. The lighting is fair. The weakness here is
that the down stage lights do not cover the full breadth of the
stage and as a result the actors are continually moving in and
out of the light. The costuming is also colorful and tasteful.
The thing that really makes the play outstanding is, naturally,
the acting. The play is perfectly cast. Everyone seems to fit. It
is difficult to point to the outstanding
performance but, think
that it must go to Laura Catlin for her part as Minnie Fay. She
moves through the play with the right amount of naiviety, exhibits excellent timing, and reacts very well when the main action
is elsewhere on stage. Closely following this performance were
those of Ted D'Arms and Bob Watson. D'Arms is superb as the
old miser. His experience is obvious in his diction, inflection, and
motion. He holds stage very well, most important in a comedy
and his marching bit in the first act had the whole audience bouncing in their seats. Bob Watson is perfectly cast in the role of the
man who wants to have a fling. His stage motion
brings out as much in the lines as Wilder put into them.
Barbara Fredericks as the Matchmaker is equally as good.
Her voice dynamics and stage movement are excellent. The fact
that she is listed fourth in this report does not mean that she is
fourth in ability. Nor does the fact that do not mention other
names for want of space mean that their jobs were not as good.
Jack Casteel, Marilyn Peacock, Vic Sapio, although wish he had
kept his accent straight, and all the rest, did a marvelous job. am
not one who is prone to superlatives but this play was very well
done. The acting was perfectly timed, and perfectly balanced.
The action scenes were very smooth.
Little more can be said than The Matchmaker is a good study
that is excellently portrayed in the Little Theatre. A job very
well done.
maker
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Up and Down Annual Section Formals
Calendar
The ROCK Highlight Spring
by Larry Wear
by Sally Wedgwood

While thrashing through my
baby autobiography for Child
Psych, was forced to try to recall my earliest memories and
their effects on my later development. One of the more significant
areas was that of the movies.
can remember movies as far
back as "Our Vines Have Tender
remember that one?
Grapes"
was carried to see it because
had sprained my ankle while
kicking my baby sister. It was
a wonderful movie, but had
traumatic overtones that
later caused me to try to be an
equestrienne and, later, a veterinarian. In the movie, a barn
burned down trapping all the
horses inside. They wouldn't
walk out beacuse they couldn't
see, and they all perished with
screams of terror and pain which
are still engraved on my mind
and memory. From that point
on, wanted to help horses, own
them and curry them, and keep
them from fire.
I

I

I

I

ter-hib-

le

I

More fire came a little later
"Bambi," which all of us will
remember. That awful forest fire
with all the little animals runin

ning and scurrying in terror. If
remember correctly, Bambi's
mother died in the fire, leaving
him an orphan. This also sponsored dread of my parents' dyI

ing.

And then there was "The
Yearling" which was full of impressionable moments.
saw it
on television last wekend and
was amazed that having seen
it at a tender age,
was not
scathed for life with a fear of
bears, snakes, typhoons, guns,
and poverty, for last weekend
was sweating at the palms from
its extreme emotionalism. Wonderful movie.
I

I

I

I

And then there was that

ter-

rible scene in "Swiss Family Robinson" in which the little boy
wandered into a jungle of spider
webs. With a horrifying rush, a

tremendous black spider descended and bit him with a
venemous chomp and left him to
die.
think he pulled through
after a duel with death, but the
spider horror lasted and remains
with me today. All my friends
report the same thing about that
movie and spiders.
I

What vivid things movies
were. When have children I'll
be darned if I'll take them to
I

(Continued

on Page Eight)

As the spring social season
gets into full swing, each of the
sections is turning its full attention to its social highlight of the
year, the Section Formals. Two
of the sections, Fifth and First,
have already had their formals.
The other sections are busy planning decorations, entertainment,
and refreshments to make the
atmosphere of their formals
and the entire evening a memorable occasion.
First Section held its formal
April 26 in Lower Babcock and
had as its theme "Hawaii." The
rheme was carried through as
the Blue Room of the resort Hotel
Waki-ki- .
Entertainment was furnished by Karl Brandt and an
instrumental trio consisting of
Mark Hanna, Steve Heald, and
Pete Basinger. Larry Springer
was in charge of making arrangements for the dance.
The men of Second Section
will hold their formal on Friday,
May 16. They will also center
their decorations around the
popular theme of "Hawaii" this
year. Second will emphasize the
beauty in nature on the islands
featuring a cliff to represent the
quality and a
mountainous
beach with the effect of breakers
to show a sample of Hawaii's
famous sandy shoreline. Bob
Frey is chairman for the formal
which will be held in Lower Babcock. The Second Section Quartet will offer the entertainment.
Rabbis Revel
Third Section's Rabbis will
transform Lower Douglass into
the "Land of Neptune" in their
representation of an "Underwater" theme on May 16. The
decorations will be set on the
bottom of the sea and will feature a sunken ship. Ron Rolley
has charge of the dance. Music
will be furnished by Larry Gray's
Orchestra.
An outdoor "Country Scene"
will be staged by Fourth Section
for its formal on Saturday, May
17. Dick Ewing is chairman for
the dance whose decorations will
portray refreshing aspects of
rural life complete with a pond
and a bridge. Fourth will hold
its formal in Lower Babcock.
Wild Wooly West
Fifth Section under its chairman Art Pearson took a trip to
the "Old West" by horse and
carriage in an unusual theme.
The formal, held May 3 in Lower
Babcock, featured decorations
depicting a town in the old west
including a bar, wanted posters
un-forgeta-

ble

supplied by the members of the
section, and a carriage ride.
Music was supplied by Jim Taylor's Orchestra.
Hawaiian Holiday
The men of Sixth Section will

p

Ta-kak-

Blan-char- d

WCW Entertains
Parents, Friends
WCW staff members will be
hosts at an open house to be
held during the hours of
p.m. Saturday.
a.m. and
Parents and friends are invited
to visit the studios during these
hours. Spot broadcasts of Color
Day events will eminate from
the studios in Taylor Hall all
day.
11-1-

:30

2
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I

I
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Night Club Motif
Seventh Section will hold its
formal Saturday, May 17, in the
gym. The theme for the dance
will be a "Blue Room Night
Club" scene. The lighting will be
entirely blue and will be decorated like the inside of a night
club as Seventh will try to capture the atmosphere of the night
life of New York City. Dave
is chairman for the formal
and Dick Spies' Band will play.
The formal of Eighth Section
will be preceded by a banquet at
the First Christian Church at
which Miss Helen Kaslo will
speak. The banquet will be followed by the dance in the gym.
The affair is scheduled for this
evening and arrangements have
been made by George Hover,
chairman. "Moderna" will be the
artistic theme for the dance
which will feature abstract drawings and objects for decoration.
Larry Gray's Orchestra will furnish the music.

1-3-

lt,

I

not-so-you-

put a still different flavor to the
favorite theme of the formals
this year as they take a "Hawaii
Holiday." Jack Custer is in
charge of the dance to be held
in Lower Babcock this evening.
Sixth will move to the interior of
the island as decorations will include foliage flown in from the
islands to emphasize the back-doof palms and a nature setting. Refreshments will keep with
the theme and will consist of
foods native to Hawaii. Music
will be given by Dick Spies' Band
and entertainment will feature
Gene Matsuyama and Ron
two boys in the section
from Hawaii, and also a hula
dancer.

blows-below-the-be-

d

by s. a.
Marthena Octavus was a nice
college girl, the kind that really
never got into much trouble. She
was good looking, personable,
had some brains, and had a fellow. Indeed, she personified the
ideal small midwestern university girl. But even nice girls get
into trouble; indeed, it is they
that most often get into trouble,
and Marthena was no exception.
The boom fell on Mary when
she took a spoon from her dormitory kitchen.
The local

Women Students'
Group, called the Women's Association (WA) had just allocated
25 spoons and forks to the dormitory, and were upset when one
spoon was missing. Soon they
discovered that she had taken
the spoon, and hastily brought
her to trial.
This WA group was very tired
when Marthena came to trial,
for they had just deliberated 13
hours whether or not Marjorie
Alderman, senior, should be
campused or expelled for signing in her roommate, Annie
Liney, when the latter was intoxicated and unable to sign for
herself. Of course by the time an
investigation of the matter was
made, a week later, Annie had
sobered. Besides, she was on
the WA. After long contemplation, the group sentenced Marjorie to live with the Dean of
Women for one week.
Thus was Marthena in a bad
spot when she was brought before the group, for she had taken a
spoon,
and the WA was in a very bad
WA-requisition-

ed

mood that night. Marthena was
given a
campus for
her action.
This campus wouldn't have
been too bad, except that Marthena complicated her position.
Her boyfriend, Ichabod Jackson,
needed a spoon for some ice
cream he had borrowed from the
dining room of the men's dormitory. He needed the ice cream
because he refused to eat the
horrid food prepared at the dining room. Marthena threw the
confiscated spoon to Ichabod
from her second floor window.
For such a terrible breach of etiquette Marthena was arraigned
by the WA again, and three witnesses had seen her perform the
nasty act.
The second time she appeared
before the tribunal, they were in
a bad mood, as usual. They had
just spent three hours on the
cast of Sandy Kitzenjammer,
whose thin curtains in her room
encouraged
peeping Toms.
Sandy was finally ordered to buy
new curtains or else turn off the
lights when she dressed.
This time Marthena really got
the axe. She was sent home for
four weeks!
Of course the campus was
thoroughly concerned
Marthena and her injustice,
while she was home having a
good time. The issue penetrated
student government meetings,
faculty gatherings, administration circles, and even reached
the head of the food department,
who was concerned about the
two-wee-

k

about
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Wend Way To Europe
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roles. Also included in the cast
Twenty-fivWoosterites will
are Judy Holiday, Marilyn Peato Europe in the
wend
their
way
cock, Bill Rudd, Vic Sapio, Stanfew
months
either for a
next
Jim
Shafer,
Schutz,
Bryon
ley
to start a
holiday
or
summer's
Steele, Brad Stoddard, and Barb
year
junior
abroad.
Tooley.
The University of Munich will
Two church services will be
held in the Chapel on Sunday. welcome Ohioan Vicky Fritschi,
Jim Cortelyou will speak at the who will travel to Germany next
9 a.m. service. Pat Murray and September under the Wayne
Mike Moore, student elders, will State University plan. Students
assist in the 10:30 a.m. service from various colleges throughout
at which the Rev. John O. Mellin the states will go over together
will give the sermon. Mr. Mellin and will live in German homes
was graduated from Wooster in for the year.
the class of 1943, after which he
Other Aims
attended Union Theological SemOther aims draw students
inary.
A Symphonic Band Concert abroad this summer. Says Junior
Ted D'Arms, "I'll be traveling on
will be provided for entertainmy own especially to see the
3
p.m.
afternoon
at
Sunday
ment
theatre
and music festivals in
in the Quad. In the event of
London,
Paris,
and Austria."
this
concert
weather
unsuitable
And
challenge John
work
camps
will be given in ihe Chapel.
Bayer in Germany and Alice
The Queen's Banquet vv'as Hageman in Battersea, London.
held at the Ohio Hotel Thursday
Continental Visitors
evening, May 8. Following the
dinner, the queen and her party
Senior Cindy Tice plans to
attended the Color Day Play.
travel to Scandinavia to live with
Guests by special invitation a Norwegian family under the
and the queen with her court Experiment in International Livwill attend the Queen's Ball in ing. Joan Becker sails to France
Lower Babcock tonight. Ron
where, "I shall live in the
is the Queen's Manager and Latin Quarter, study French at
George Aberth is in charge of the Alliance F.ancaise, and parColor Day program. ticipate in the activities planned
the over-al- l
Spectators are requested to be for the hundreds of students who
in the stands for the porcession come to Paris in the summertime
by 9:50 a.m. In the event of rain, from all parts of the world.
the coronation and pageant will shall also spend time teaching
English, studying art, and writ
be postponed until 2 p.m.

To Be . . .

at

ing some articles for a Cincinnati
newspaper." Douglass Hall residents, Mr .and Mrs. Wilkening,
and their little son will also tra
vel to Europe. Spending most of
his time in Austria, Mr. Wilkening hopes to find some opportunity to work for his doctorate
in German literature.

e

Pizza, Records, and Gus

it's a

For Pleasure
Wooster students traveling for
pleasure include Dave Jordan;
Greg Seaman,- Judy Vixseboxse;
Donna Phinizy and Carol
Parm Phillips and Sue
Johnson, who will be taking a
student tour; Don Comin
and Paul Reeder who hope to
buy motorcycles in London and
travel on their own through England, Scotland, Norway, France,
and Italy; and Phyllis Hancock
and Dottie Adams who are going as the result of graduation
gifts.
Also heading out from Wooster will be Chuck Nason, Pete
Starek, and Ron Rolley. Phoebe
Frew will travel to Beirut for her
junior year abroad, and Karen
Woodard will be going to

Ship'n Shore

-

White-leathe-

co-e-
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luxury knit
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Rol-le- y

DORMAIERS
Wooster's Oldest
Shoe Repair Shop

I

215 East Liberty Street

cool cotton mesh knit...

OQS

wonderful shirt to live in

v- -'

Light, lush knit. . . wonderfully tailored with long tails
you'll wear in or out. . and smart whale insignia.
. .no sag, no stretch, no shrink!
White, lights, brights. Sizes 30 to 38.
collection of Ship'n Shore knits.
Come see our brand-ne.
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j Reeder Presents
Academic Report
To Faculty Group
T h r teen
changes in curriculum have been
recommended to the Faculty Curriculum Committee by the Academic Board. The proposals were
presented to the Student-FacultRelations
Committee at their
monthly meeting Monday night.
The recommendations
were
presented early last month to
the faculty committee, who will
act upon them as they choose.
student-suggeste-

i

d

y

Photos by P. C. Livermore

"Are the Indians winning today?"
at home, occupied with baseball games, Civil War books,
an autobiography, and memories of William Jennings Bryan
at Wooster. As alert as ever, Prexy, who was president of
is vitally interested in campus and
the college from 1919-4world affairs.
Prexy Wishart relaxes

4,

Prexy Reminisces On Bryan Campaign
Midst Compilation Of His Autobiography
by Dave Hartley
Dr. Charles Wishart lives in a small,
home on Bever Street just down the hill from

comfortable
the college.
is
glued to the ball
Normally on Sunday afternoon he
game. This Sunday his favorites, the Indians, were play
the final run down of
votes between the internationally
famous Bryan and Wooster's
President Wishart, the margin
stood at a plurality of some 20
votes for Dr. Wishart. The
struggle nearly split the Presbyterians down the middle, but the
principle of the right of inquiry
after the truth without outside
interference won out and the
college continued its evolution
course.
bly.

ball, college, and books,
couldn't help liking this man.
His humor was razor sharp, and
his mind was constantly a jump
ahead of mine. He spoke with
enthusiasm of an autobiography
which he is writing now for his
grandchildren and family. He
didn't care whether or not it was
published, but wanted to leave
a written record of his life and
the college he served for 25
years. Besides writing his memoirs, running his household, and
listening to ball games, "Prexy"
Wishart still finds time to read
historical novels, especially on
Civil War times. He professed
not to "rationalize but rhapsodize Lincoln." Also the old alumni magazines are a source of
enjoyment and a link back to
the days when he was president.
I

In

Dancing and Wooster
Having been associated with
the college since 1919, "Prexy"
Wishart commented on some of
the changes the school has undergone. He misses very much
the literary societies. "Even with
an excellent speech department,
nothing can take the place of the
societies." Another bygone practice is the Friday night sings on
the library steps. This practice
may have been replaced by the
permission for students to dance
on campus in the early 1930's.
Dr. Wishart said, "There was no
dancing when was first here,"
then adding with a twinkle in
his eye, "at least on campus,"
and finally laughing, "as far as
we knew." Today's students are
more sophisticated; they are
physically more fit, bigger with
more brawn.
Discipline
was more strict.
Through the years the administration has become more lenient.
A football player in the 1920's,
of almost legendary prowess,
was caught looking at another
boy's paper. He was reported
and expelled for good. Our host
then said that he'd like to see
less conformity in the generation
of Wooster students. There is a
lack of interest in great issues of
our times on a national and international level. Concerning Dr.
Lowry, Wishart had nothing but
praise for "one of the most brilliant administrators in American
colleges today."

As the conversation turned to
the years of his presidency, asked if he would recall for the
VOICE his dealings with William
Jennings Bryan, the
presidential candiDemocratic
date. "Prexy" Wishart's eyes
sparkled as his mind went back
to the year 1922. This was no
longer the white haired gentleman with robe over knees who
sat across the room from me. He
had been president of the college for three years when Mr.
Bryan, an elder in the Presbyterian Church, came at his own expense to the campus to inquire
into the teaching of evolution.
Dr. Horace Mateer had been
teaching evolution in a Christian
context for some time. Bryan was
"a delightful storyteller," but
that night in a jammed Chapel
"he proceeded to set us right on
evolution." During his talk Bryan
felt a freshman had shown disrespect by laughing. So Bryan
lectured another hour and "told
us where to get off." The girls
were kept out an hour late and
this of course upset the Deans.
Turbulent Inauguration
Thus Wooster, the leading PresH
e paused and chuckled
byterian school in teaching evolution, was pitted against Bryan. again and asked if knew about
his inaugural address of 1919.
Bryan vs. Prexy
shook my head. The clock was
The incensed Bryan, "a good turned back 39 years when the
man who was not a student of College of Wooster was prepartheology or biology," went to ing to inaugurate a new presithe Presbyterian Board of Educa- dent. A rather tired and nervous
tion to persuade them to cut off Charles Frederick Wishart was to
funds to the college until the become the sixth president of
course was discontinued. The the college. Gov. Cox and digbattle lines took shape and at nitaries from all over the country
the 1923 General Assembly of would be in attendance. Sudthe Presbyterian Church, Bryan denly at 2 a.m. on the morning
was pitted against "Prexy" for before the ceremonies, some 200
maniacs"
began
the position of moderator. It was "howling
a "hammer and tongs" assem
(Continued on Page Eight
I

I

oft-defeat-

ed

Registration for the first
semester of next year will
be held May 15 in the gym.
Juniors will register from
8:30 to 10:30 a.m.; sophofrom 10:30 to
mores,
11:45 a.m.; sophomores,
from
to 2 p.m.; and
freshmen from 2 to 4 p.m.
A--

ing a double header in Baltimore. As we chatted about base-

Bryan vs. Evolution

Student Concern
Chairman Paul Reeder said,
"The Academic Board hopes to
serve as a channel for the expression of student concern over
their own education. We do not
wish to become simply a sounding board for petty student
gripes. However, there are definite areas where student complaints are valid and well worthwhile of which the faculty and

I

I

M--

L,

1

Z,

administration
We hope
Board will

are not aware.
that the Academic

be the means by
which these student expressions
are sifted and organized and
brought to the attention of the
respective parties concerned."
The recommendations are the
result o f prolonged
study
throughout the year by the five- -

Page Five
1. As a general policy, the requirement that all faculty members belong to an evangelical faith does not enhance the purely
academic standards of the College and for that reason should
be dropped.
2. Some regular policy should be adopted as to whether an
introductory course is required for the distribution credits in a
this in particular reference to the sociology
given departments
department.
3. The Marriage and Family course, Sociology 239, should be
condensed to two hours and given to smaller classes.
4. The content of education courses should be strengthened.
5. New Testament courses should be cut back to a two hour
course unless all professors give three credit hours worth of material.
6. The Men's Physical education department should make
an effort to teach sports rather than just play games.
7. A broad English literature course should be established
with suitable material in this field.
to provide
8. Russian should be offered for credit beginning with the
1958 fall semester.
9. A "modern" speed reading program should be offered
first semester.
10. The liberal arts degree with a music major should not
be squeezed out.
11. Some change should be made in the combination of
philosophy or psychology as distribution requirements.
12. Some allowance should be made about advanced courses
in departments where faculty are drained off to teach liberal
studies with particular reference to the political science department.
13. The Independent Study program should be reviewed
particularly in the physics department to see if it is meeting the
needs of the students. Each department should require its students to turn in a brief summary of what they did during the
nine hours of I.S. each week.
non-majo-

rs

member

board,

consisting

Reeder,

Dennis

Barnes,

of to next year's board to investiPeg gate the liberal studies course

Blumberg, Pat Eaton, and Vic
Sapio.
Other projects undertaken by
the group include study clinics
held earlier in the year, tutoring
services, opening of Kauke Hall
for studying at night, faculty
evaluation, and an examination
of the freshman Liberal Studies
program.
Reeder told the SFRC, "This
year we have tried to work constructively toward eliminating a
few of these problems and hope
that future boards will do likewise. Specifically we recommend

and the

program.
Investigate I.S.
"The I.S. program is now in
said
need of
Reeder. "In some departments
I.S. is losing all traces of independence.
Standards
vary
greatly from department to department."
Purpose of the board is to
represent student interests in
academic matters. Pat Eaton has
been chosen as the new chairman, with Tom Scott, Nancy
Koontz, Eleanor Elson, and Frank
Richardson as members.
I.S.

re-evaluatio-

n,"

Incoming Frosh Multiply Lilte Rabbits;
Wooster Steers Away From Eggheads
by Jim Heck

Next semester's freshman
class is already beginning to
prove itself in mathematics by
demonstrating it can multiply
the number of last year's applications for attendance by two.
According to Registrar Arthur F.
Southwick, Director of the Admissions Office, applications for the
1958-5session received by Febdoubled those of the
ruary
same date in 1957. May
saw
582 men and 555 women expressing their desire to wear the
'62 dinks, and the 1137 would
have increased had not the women's application list been practically closed on Feb. 15 with
the information that forms received after that date would be
placed on a waiting list.
9

1

1

Egghead Rumors
Application forms, test scores,
medical records, letters of recommendation, photographs,
and
transcripts begin filling the college mail bags early in the
school year, and as soon as a
prospective student sends in all
the required papers he is considered for admission. Byron E.
Morris and Rodney S. Williams,
Assistant Directors of Admissions, aid Mr. Southwick in reading the papers. Then the admissions committee considers the
hopeful scholar on a combination of the following points:
class rank, College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores, school
activities, and recommendations.
A current rumor on the Hill
rates the new class "a bunch of
eggheads from the upper tenth
of their classes."
"This can
never be true at Wooster because of the method used to select students,"
the Registrar
countered. "No specific formula
is employed.
Applications are
read by more than one person,

Photo by

P.

C.

Livermore

"You'll never have it so good" Admissions Assistant By
n
Morris gives a Woo U. talk to prospective student Sally
and her mother, Mrs. Mary Tellman, from Holland,
Michigan. Is she typical of the Class of '62?
Tell-ma-

the entire combination is reviewed in quest of evidence of the
person's ability to do college
work, and no one is accepted or
rejected on a single item. There
will be plenty of students in the
Class of '62 in the second and
third tenths, but it's too early to
tell their average class rank."
More Males
Secretaries in the Admissions
Office begin mailing acceptances
on December 1, and soon the
$25 registration deposits, verifying the students' enrollment,
swell the Treasurer's cash drawer. As of May 2, 172 men and
175 women of the total accepted
had verified their acceptances
by payment. Though the new
Frosh class will be composed of
about 80 men and 70 women,
there will be many additions
and deletions before the class
is complete in June. "Some of
those now accepted will be lured
away by full tuition scholarships
1

1

from other colleges," affirmed
the Admissions Director.
In contradicting another
tidbit, Mr. Southwick emphatically declared that
the new class will not be "going to school on college money"
but that only 35 percent will receive some form of financial aid
(i.e. scholarships, aid grants,
loans, minister and faculty reductions). A new class never
runs more, relatively, than the
student body as a whole."
"A tabulation cannot be taken
until the fall, but as a rule,
roughly 40 percent of a class
comes from Ohio, 35 percent
from the northeastern quarter of
the nation, and 25 percent from
other states and foreign countries."
People Like Wooster
Commenting on this year's increase in applications, the Admissions boss, who reads "practically all the papers," finds that
campus-g-

rapevine

(Continued
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Senate Goes Out

Admissions

For More Blood

from Page Three)

was also woried

VOICE

from Page Five)

(Continued

about some missing ice cream. the

recent publicity afforded
Wooster by the Chicago Tribune
and Time Magazine was a contributing factor. Mr. Southwick
emphasized the role of "the
growing prominence of the
Ichabod had never heard of Wooster IS program," and "the
the group that called him to lower expenses of Wooster as
trial, the Men Students' Associa- compared with other colleges in
in
class,"
tion (MSA). This group was hid- the
ing from the dean of men in influencing prospective collega dormitory basement, outlining ians.
to each other the best ways to
He predicted that approxiget around campus drinking
rules. Ichabod finally found mately 58 percent of the forthsomeone who had heard of the coming class will graduate, but
MSA, and was reassured when that that norm "should rise in
the coming years to 60 percent
told that they were representative of all the men. Alas, how with better selection of students
unhappy he was when they and the current trend to make
brought him forward, asked him it harder to transfer," which the
questions for one minute, fined push of new students is forcing
him $25 and placed him on upon college administrations.
social probation for the rest of
Registrar Southwick announcthe semester. One reason Ichaed
that present students must
penalty
large
such
a
bod had
was that his case had interrup- verify their own registrations by
ted the biggest MSA issue of the July 1. "Late privileges of a $5
year: whether or not one of the fine may not be possible this
local men's clubs should be re- year. Limitations for the total enquired to have Greek letters. rollment in the fall will be
They had been discussing this 1180." Part of the reason can
matter for 14 weeks, and he be attributed to the pressure on
enrollment created by the large,
momentarily interrupted them.
but not incongruent. Class of
On hearing about the incident '62.
a
a professor, who had both
and Ichabod in Prep for
Marriage class, went to the
deans. "What is this MSA?" he
asked, for he had only been on
the campus seven years. "Let's
see," joked the dean of men,
"that would be the dean of Women's group of advisees."
this put Ichabod on the spot,
for he was guilty, as everyone
knew. Yes, the pressure was on
Ichabod.
All

small-colleg- e

The Blood Donor Program will
be taken over by the Student
Senate starting next fall. The
Senate has appointed as
Mary Van Wickle and
Ken Anthony. The last visit the
bloodmobile made to Wooster
yielded only 95 pints including
four from the faculty. The Senate
hopes to double this number
next year.
Combines Advertising
The Senate also voted to combine all advertising of its publications under the editor of the
College Directory. Separate editors for the other publications,
The Scots' Key and Freshman Directory, will be maintained. Applicants can turn in their names
and qualifications to the Senate
before Monday at noon.
Weak "Blast"
The last meeting of the Senate
will be held this Monday when
editors will be selected. Following the regular meeting the Senate will hold a "blast" for its
membership. This will be under
the direction of President Kent
Weeks.
co-chairm-
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SMibley & Kludsom
Invites you to let US explain

en,

diamond qualities to you.
We realize you may wish to buy

your diamond in your home town,
but we will be happy
to advise you
HOW and WHERE to buy,

and to show you our large selection

make a more intelligent choice
wherever YOU buy.
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NEXT FALL!

Mar-then-

"No," replied the dean of
women, "you are thinking of the
WA."
"Sounds like a lot of GA to
me," said the prof, who flunked
them both.
Well, the matter subsided
soon enough, and Marthena returned to college. Eventually she
and Ichabod were married and
moved into government housing
units near the campus. Every
night they took a walk around
the campus. One night at midnight they saw a freshman girl
crushed on the steps of her
dormitory, as she was trying to
sign her name to the list before
time elapsed. The girl died in
the scramble and the WA sent
a late minute notice to the mortuary. The girl was buried in
the college cemetery, campused
forever.

Ichabod and Marthena
turned to their unit, and went
right on spooning.
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WHAT'S
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MINK-UPHOLSTERE-

CARRIAGE?
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SILENCE

WERE REALLY

GOLDEN,

fishermen

luckA
fstrike
;

would be up to their hip boots in cash. They're so
noiseless, they won't even wear loud shirts. But
when they (Groan!) run out of Luckies, they
almost lose control. They rant, rave and blow their
stacks all in sign language, of course! Result?

I

'it

The unusual phenomenon called a Quiet Riot!
Lucky's popularity, after all, is no fluke. A Lucky
g
cigarette you can buy and for
is the
g
good reason. It's made of naturally light,
tobacco, toasted to taste even better. So
why flounder around? Get Luckies yourself!
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Stuck

for dough?

START STICKLING!

OF PITTSBURGH

MAKE
WHAT'S

A

POORLY

BASKETBALL

LIGHTED

WHAT

IS A WANDERING

ESKIMO?

WHAT

DO

DIPLOMATS

$25

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler
we print and for hundreds
more that never get used So start
Stickling they're so easy you
can think of dozens in seconds!
Sticklers are simple riddles with

NEED?

COURT?

!

two-wor- d

MARTIN

GILBERT.

Dim Gym

U. OF ARKANSAS

LIGHT UP A
Wooster's Largest Exclusive
Store for Men and Boys

A.T.

Co.)

FRANCES

H U N

EKE.

Polar Stroller

STANFORD

BOB

GOLBERG.

HANKATO

Ught SMOKE-LIGProduct of

STATE

Pact Tact

COLL.

Happy-Joe-Luck-

y,

UP A LUCKY!

HT

ineu&an

rhyming answers.

Both words must have the same
number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send 'em all with
your name, address, college and
class to
Box
67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

(urfaeco-onyian- y

Jo&teeo-- is our middle name
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Zips Hand Golfers

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS

&

First Loss Despite
Miller's Medal Play

Imhoff

Long

&

Tomorrow the Scot golfers will
try to gain revenge for their only
setback of the year when they
take on the Akron Zips at p.m.
on the Boles Memorial Golf
Course. Last Thursday the Zips
8 V2 decision on
took an
the Good Park course and since
then the Scots have swept three
opponents and show a record
of eight wins, the single loss,
and a tie, excluding the match
yesterday afternoon at Musking-

340 East Liberty Street
Phone
2-99-

1

16

1

Wooster Office
Equipment

1

--

um.
Miller Is Medalist
On the Akron course, Tom

Phone

2-20-

85

SERVICE

SALES

Mil-

ler was the medalist with a 76
to win four points for the Scots
but the Zips picked up enough
points in the other matches to
gain the verdict. Art Humphreys
had a 77 to win three points,

Zufall got one point with an
84, and Karl Hilgert had an 81
to garner y2 point. Dave Bever-idghad an 81 but was shut
Bill

RENTAL

e

Across from the Post Office

VOICE
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out in his match. Tomorrow's
match should be close as now
the home course advantage
swings to the Scots.
On Saturday the Scots took a
pair of 16'2-3'decisions from
Heidelberg and Oberlin. Once
again Miller led the way as he
had a 73 to take all eight points.
Humphreys had a 74 to win
eight also, Hilgert shot a 76 to
win six tallies, Zufall an 81 to
get six also, and Beveridge an
86 to net five markers.
Blank Wittenberg
Playing the entire afternoon
in a cold, drizzling rain, the
Scots hung up their first shutout
of the year as they blanked Wit.
tenberg,
Miller had a 74
for medal honors, followed by
Humphreys with a 77, Zufall in
with an 81, and Hilgert at 82,
each man winning all four
points in his match.
On Monday the team will
play in the Ohio Intercollegiates
at Ohio State. This is a
tournament over the Ohio State
Scarlet course, one of the longest
courses in Ohio. Last year the
Scots finished eighth and hope
to improve their position this
year. This will be a good warm-ufor the conference meet at
Mount Union on May 20. The
Scots will be one of the favorites in this meet, along with defending champs Akron, and host
Mount Union.

Public Square Office

Offic

Cleveland-Bea- ll

Phone

3-7-

015

Wayne County National Bank

16-0-

36-hol-

e

Netmen Seek Win
Here Tomorrow;

FOR GOOD LUCK,

Split

COME ON DOWN AND
KNOCK ON WOOD!

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS
PHONE

2-80-

15

Matches

2

Along with the other Scot
teams, the tennis team will take
on Akron tomorrow afternoon
This
on the Douglass courts.
match shapes up as a very
likely win for the Scots as the
Zips have not shown too well
and comparative scores seem
to point to victory. After a match
with Muskingum next week, the
Scots will travel to Denison next
Friday for the conference meet.
Gaston Wins Two More
The Scot netters dropped a
decision to Oberlin last
Thursday and then took a
win over Muskingum to make
their record stand at two wins
and four losses. Charles Gaston
won his fifth and sixth matches
of the year to remain unbeaten
in the singles, At Oberlin he
defeated Howard Rowland,
and at Muskingum he won
The
over Gray,
only other winners at Oberlin
were Bob Line, who won over
Tony Norman,
and
the doubles team of Gaston and
Line which defeated
Rowland
and Norman,
Results of the Muskingum
match:
Gaston (W) defeated Gray,
Line (W) defeated
Bier,
Indorf (W) defeated Montgomery,
Romig (W) defeated Baillie,
6- - 1;
Samii (W) defeated
Blanchard
(M) defeated Hess,
Gaston and Line (W) defeated
Bier and Montgomery,
Gray and Baillie (M) defeated Indorf and Romig,
Samii and Hess (W) defeated
Neiswander and Fitch,
7-- 2
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IT'S SUCH A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS...
AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!
No matter how much
baggage you're taking home
i
n ttyiiuuiiu uaii iarc
it an i
ui
Brainstorm
1

1

by Art Torell

SAT. NITE THRU WED.

Natalie Wood

Gene Kelly
in

"MARJORIE
MORNINGSTAR"

Wednesday
the Scots
dropped their third game in
seven starts as Ashland was
victorious at Severance Stadium,
On

Frank Scores 20 As
Thinclads Dump Big

5--

Red For Third Win
Going into tomorrow's meet
with the always dangerous Zips
of Akron at Severance Stadium,
the Munsonmen have compiled
a record of three wins and one
loss, not including a scheduled
meet with Capital last Wednesday. Two more meets remain,
with Wittenberg next Saturday
and Mount Union the following
Tuesday, before the Ohio Conference meet at Oberlin on May
23 and 24.
Frank Leads Scoring
Last week the Scots turned on
all their power to swamp DeniThe Plaid won nine
son, 89-3of the 15 events outright, tied
for first in three others, and
swept all three places in four
events. Dick Frank led the way
as he won the high hurdles, tied
for first in the high jump, the
9.

broad jump, and the pole vault,
and took second in the low hurdles for a total of 20 points for
the day.

r,

4.

Scheduled to play five games
the week ending last Wednesday, Wooster's
forces had to take a back seat
to rain, which forced postponement or cancellation of two of
these games. On May 1, the
Scots traveled to Oberlin and
had to rally in the last two innings to beat the Yeomen by a
count. Hiram visited Wooster Friday and made three first
inning runs stand up for a
victory.
Saturday's
encounter
with Western Reserve was completely washed off the schedule,
as the two schools were unable
to reschedule the game, and
Tuesday's game with Muskingum was postponed until Thursday.
in

baseball

5-- 3

3--

Wims Heaves It Again
Lu Wims won the discus as
hp hpnvpH thp nlntp nupr 144
feet to come close to his record
of 147 feet, 9 inches set just last

week, and olaced second in the
shnt nut tn finkh nhpnH of Pon
Ramseyer, who also took third
in the high jump. Bill Konnert
tied for first in the pole vault
and placed second in the
dash and Kurt Liske won
the
run in his best time
of the campaign, 2:01.2.
100-yar-

880-yar-

d

d

1

Moats Gains Third Win
Tom McConihe started for the
Scots against Oberlin but gave
way to southpaw Bill Moats in
the seventh, when the Yeomen
came up with two runs to go
In the top of
out in front
the eighth, Tom Ford's two out
double to
scored Dale
Weygandt all the way from first
and knotted the score at
Again with two outs, but in the
top half of the final frame, Moats
doubled to
to score
Jim Dennison from first with the
lead run. Moats scored when
Bob Whitaker lashed a single
to left. Facing only eight men in
2 13 innings, Moats picked up
the victory, his third against
one loss.
3--

left-cent-

2.

er

3--

Longsworth Takes Two
Bill Longsworth
was another
double winner for the Scots as
he captured the 100 and
dashes, and Craig Taylor
led the field as he took the mile
in the time of 4:34.9 and the
two mile in the fine time of
10:10.3, his best showing this
year in the latter race.

left-cent-

3.

er

Hopper Steals Home
In the Hiram game, the visi- tors jumped on Bill Ashworth
three quick ru.ns in the toP
ot ,tne tirst- Bob Naehnng s
double was the big blow, driv- or the
tne three
tnree runs.
in9 in two of
Joe Schwartz, Hiram lefthander,
silenced the Scot bats, as he allowed just five hits, all scattered.
Henry Hopper tripled to right
and stole home for the Scots'
lone tally.
Looking ahead, Wooster is
host to Akron tomorrow,
Tuesday, and Fenn a week
from today. In the Color Day
contest, Coach John Swigart will
probably start one of his senior
hurlers, Chet Welly or Bill Moats.
Akron will most likely counter
with their ace lefthander Young,
who lost to Moats at Akron last
month.

fr

-

Ken-yo- n

Sailors Chalk Up
2nd In Trials For
Champs

Mid-We- st

4,

4;

6--

Ol

Bus
E. South St.

4.
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6--

transportation!

7,

3,
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Split Before Monsoons Set In

220-yar- d

6-- 3

GET THE JUMP
ON VACATION FUN
...GO GREYHOUND

To Gain

2

p

Open Until 5:30 P.M. on Friday

Moats Stars In Relief Against Yeomen

Five members of the Sailing
Club traveled to Ohio Wesleyan
last Saturday to represent Wooster in the Area Eliminations for

the

Mid-We-

Championship

st

R-

egatta to be hel dMay 16-1in
Wisconsin.
Dave Bouquet, who
tied for high point skipper in A
division with 23 points, and Bob
Glockler in B division, skippering
his first regatta for Wooster,
7

Jane Craig Gets
WRA Gold Cup
The

WRA

held

its

sports

awards banquet last Tuesday
nigh;-- ,

May

6.

Jane Craig received the senior
chalked up a total of 40 points
Honorary award which was in
to take second place in the competition against O.W.U., O.S.U., the form of a gold cup. This
Oberlin, and Xavier. O.W.U. took award was given for participafirst place with 52 points; O.S.U. tion, skill, good sportsmanship,
placed third with 36 points. and service to the WRA as

Wooster's second place qualifies shown throughout four years of
the Scot Sailors for the approach- attendance at Wooster in sports.
Other awards were given for
t
ing
Champs
individual sports and the persons were chosen by the other
participators in that sport as the
who showed the best all
one
&
around abilities. Lenore Lewton
The Friendliest Guys
received top honor in bowling;
Gladys Fisher, top honor in tenin Town Invite You to
nis; and Joan Tignor ,top honor
in hockey. These awards were
Try Their Guaranteed
in the form of silver cups.
Dandruff Treatment
At the same time the winning
teams in volleyball and basketball were announced. The InDick
dependents are the new volleyball champs and the Hoover Hot
BARBER SHOP
Shots, the 1957-5basketball
on the Square
champs.
Mid-Wes-

Guys

Gals

Morrison's

8
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Nineteen Seniors
Receive Awards

MORE

Ro-mi-

ips

g

(Continued
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(Continued

One of America's leading
collegiate
men's apparel
manufacturers requires
agents. Prefer students entering sophomore
or junior year, fall semester,
1958. Excellent financial
remunerative
opportunity.
Earnings in keeping with
your willingness to work-Writ-e
to Box 291, Camp
Hill, Penn., giving brief resume of your collegiate

from Page Five)

chanting, "Speech, Speech,
Speech," at his window. What
to do. He badly needed the
sleep. The students were tough
war veterans and didn't give up
easily. Finally roused, he went
to the balcony and said, "Boys,
one time a farmer had this bull
who took it into his head to
go up against a railroad engine.
Well, he did, and when the
farmer saw that the old bull had
come out second best, he said,
'I admire your idea, but darn
your judgment.'
Good night,
boys."
The "Prexy" had won over
200 friends and between them
both, this was the real inaugural
address.

"on-campu-

s"

3J3WSShJ
DIAMONDS

WATCHES

Lahm's Jewelry
221 East Liberty St.

Phone

By

2-99-
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TYPEWRITER RENTALS

Week or Month

STATIONERY
ART SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
DRAFTING ITEMS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

FOR YOUR

CITY BOOK STORE

PARTIES

Brown; Paul Reeder, University of California at Berkley;
Everett Thiele, University of Rochester; and Bob Watson, Uni-

p

Help Wanted

NEW WHITES

Meig-han-

versity of Tennessee.
The honor scholar from Woos-te- r
to the University of Chicago's
Business School next year will be
Bob Carter. The University of
Rochester School of Business Administration has awarded Cy
Fox a scholarship and a fellowship totaling $2500.
Stan Totten has received a
$1500 fellowship to the University of Illinois. Stan is a geology
major.
A scholarship to the University
of Rochester was awarded to
Ron Rohner, a history major.
Political science major, Vic
Sapio, has received an assistant-shito the University of Illinois.

from Page Three)

(Continued

ON

Prexy Wishart

see movies that will produce
never saw "Dracula"
traumas.
until this spring, but that would
have given me a horrible blood
complex. Imagine 20 years from
now when today's young have
grown up after playing "Chicken" a la "Rebel Without a
Cause," being dope addicts a la
"Hatful of Rain," with terible
complexes from "Farewell to
Arms" and Peyton Place."
But in a larger sense, if we
are going to have upsetting experiences, we might as well
have them in a controlled manner. Probably the movie studios
don't realize that spiders and
death are upsetting to youngcried in everything,
sters. But
including "Dumbo."
was maladjusted already!
Is this the last VOICE of the
year? If not, be here next week.
If so, all that can be said is
goodbye, and have a nice life,
lads and lassies.

the Department of Career Studies
in the Foreign Service Institute of
the Department of State.
Returning alumni will be able
to attend the Alumni College.
This is a series of six lectures
given by professors on pertinent
issues facing the American public. The lectures are scheduled
for Thursday and Friday. The
high point for the alumni comes
on Saturday when the reunion
classes have their luncheons.
Saturday evening the classes,
some in fancy clothes and carrying novelties such as canes or
unusual hats, will assemble for
the Grand Parade of classes to
the Gymnasium for the Alumni
Banquet. At the banquet each
returning member of the
class receives a gold medal commemorating the occasion. About
1,000 people are expected to
converge upon the campus for
this final weekend of the college
year.
50-ye-

MORE

The Rock

from Page One
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Friday,

ON

MORE

Commencement

Nineteen seniors have received assistance in the form of fellowships, scholarships, or
to many of the country's leading graduate schools.
In the biology department
three seniors find themselves in
the above category. Curt Allen
will be doing summer research
at Chesapeake Bay Biological
Laboratory in connection with a
program of oyster investigation
there. Joe Beatty plans to study
at the Ohio State summer lab
under a scholarship from the
Wayne County Sportsmen's League. Carol Ryder has received
a Wisconsin Alumni Research
Foundation fellowship for research at the University of Wisconsin next year.
Premedical students, Don
and Dick Tignor both received scholarships to the University of Pennsylvania Medical
School. Nine chemistry majors
ranging
received fellowships
from $1600 to $2300. They are
Dennis Barnes, University of Wisconsin; Charles Clark, University
of Michigan; Dave Glasgow,
University of Cincinnati; Roger
George
Hall, Ohio University;
.
McClure, Penn State; Dick
as-sistantsh-

ON

VOICE

SQUARE

PUBLIC

We are happy to present these

fresh an dexciting little
fabric.
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May 11th

foes and heels.
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EXQUISITE
COSTUME
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French Heel

SUMMER
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Created by R. J.

menthol fresh
rich tobacco taste
most modern filter

Bcj-nold- s

Tobacco

Refreshing! Yes, the smoke of a Salem is as refreshing to your taste as a
Spring morning is to you! Now get the rich tobacco taste you love, with
a new surprise softness and easy comfort. Through Salem's
modern
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. You take a puff . . . it's Springtime!
dew-sparkl-

ed

pure-whit- e

Smoke refreshed.

. .

Smoke Salem

Company

